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In 2018, the Berkshire
MS Therapy Centre had
the busiest year to
date providing 10,633
treatments in support of
the local MS community.
412 people received treatment with 1,298

receiving support via our newsletter and online
information. For every person receiving support
it is estimated another 10 benefit indirectly.

Treatment

Exercise
Classes

Oxygen

Counselling

Complementary
therapies

111

Footcare

810

205

Physiotherapy

494

504

3,309

5,311

10,633

numbers

Total

New
inductions

The difference

the centre made

99%

100%

of our members tell us the Centre
has had a positive impact on their
life and their loved ones

of our members would
recommend the Centre
to others with MS

98%

28%

99%

of our members
have improved
mental wellbeing

of our members have
attended the Centre
for over 10 years

of our members have
improved physical
wellbeing

We received no funding
from the NHS or local
CCGs. We depend entirely
on the generosity of our
supporters to make sure
our Centre can continue
to provide these vital
treatments for the local
MS community.
Thank you to everyone who fundraised,
donated and supported the Centre.

Our volunteer team continue to
play an enormous role in the
running of the Centre. Due to
our committed volunteer team,
every £1 we raise is worth £1.25.
Collectively our volunteers
donate in the region of
£150,000 worth of time
to the Centre.

Income and Expenditure

For every £1 raised:
29p Came from Donations
21p Came from Fundraising
14p Came from Charitable
8p
7p
5p
8p
8p

Trusts
Came from Public and
Voluntary Bodies
Came from Collections
Came from Gift Aid
Came from Local
Companies
Came from Other Sources
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FOR EVERY £1 SPENT:
44p Was spent on Physiotherapy
6p
3p
3p
1p
17p
26p

and Exercise Provision
Was spent on Oxygen
Treatment
Was spent on Counselling
Was spent on Footcare
Was spent on
Complementary Therapies
Was spent on Information
and Support
Was spent raising the
next pound

£

Thanks to people
remembering us in their
Will, we have been able to
continue our programme
of strengthening our
Centre and to plan for
a future. We would like
to thank everyone who
has made provision for
the Berkshire MS Therapy
Centre in their Will
helping to ensure the
future support of people
with MS.

“

Berkshire MS Therapy Centre
is a valuable and vital part of
coping with the challenges
which MS causes - Sam

“

“

Always leave the Centre feeling
positive and rejuvenated. Life would
be so much boring without the
Centre - Philip

“

BERKSHIRE MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
THERAPY CENTRE LTD
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

INCOME FROM:
Donations & legacies
Donations & subscriptions
Legacies
Grants receivable
Charitable activities
Payments for equipment
Other income

2018
£
245,072
3,578
27,866
1,380
0

2017
£
208,953
0
28,169
1,669
5,265

Activities trading activities
Fundraising activities
Treatments to those without MS
Electricity - Feed in Tariff
Shop activities
Rent received
Investments

122,036
11,379
1,279
7,422
7,775
261

96,224
11,106
1,164
8,671
7,450
263

Total

428,048

368,934

EXPENDITURE ON:
Raising funds
Fundraising activities
Shop activities
Charitable activities
Cost of activities in furtherance
of the charity’s objects
Grants

£

346,129

340,716

Total

465,929

457,820

Net expenditure
Realised investment gain/(loss)
Unrealised investment gain/(loss)
NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS FOR YEAR
Funds at the start of the year
Funds at the end of the year

(37,881)

(88,886)

114,094
5,706

(37,881)
1,230,594
1,192,713

£
111,284
5,820

(88,886)
1,319,480
1,230,594

While our total funds look strong, £850,803 is tied up in fixed assets which is mainly the Therapy Centre building.
£162,854 is represented by other restricted funds and designated funds. The designated funds comprise a legacy
receipt earmarked for projects and equipment replacement for the longer term benefit to the charity. There is
179,056 in free reserves (as defined by the Charity Commission) which represents some five months running costs.
The Trustees' reserve policy objective is to hold 6-12 months in free reserves.

